Synopsis

This handbook is a synopsis of the clinical chapters from Rogers’ Textbook of Pediatric Intensive Care, Fourth Edition. Readers will find the core information they need for quick reference and safe practice in the pediatric ICU. The book includes a large number of tables and line drawings.
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Customer Reviews

Great introductory book that sets up more detailed reading from reviews / Up to Date, etc. Gives good breadth and review of the material in a basic, quick way. Helpful for quick medication reviews & general care plans. Would highly recommend as a good starting point for patient care for a pediatric resident or NP. Definitely would need further detail & research based information to be at fellow & beyond level.

This is such a great resource for anyone in pediatric care. I just started in a PICU and use this book all the time. It is easy to understand and it goes into great detail about anything and everythiing. It is a must have for anyone in the PICU.

I was a little cautious about buying this book because I was not sure how much I would like it, but it is a very nice size and is quite easy to read.
This book was my lifeline during my PICU rotation. Highly recommend for any Peds resident or those doing critical care
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